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Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan 980 
It is proved that there is an algorithm for deciding whether two deter- 
ministic stateless pushdown automata are equivalent. It is shown that equivalence 
can be tested in double-exponential time. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently decision problems on the equivalence of the machines for sub- 
families of deterministic pushdown automata (dpda) have been studied. Valiant 
(1973) proved that the equivalence problem is decidable for each of the following 
three distinct subfamilies of dpda’s: 
(i) nonsingular automata, 
(ii) finite-turn automata, 
(iii) one counter automata. 
In reference to result (i), Taniguchi et al. (1975) gave a procedure for deciding 
for any dpda and any nonsingular automaton whether the two machines are 
equivalent. Katayama et al. (1975) showed that the equivalence problem for 
deterministic pushdown transducers is solvable. In reference to result (ii), 
Beeri (1975) obtained the results that the equivalence of deterministic finite-turn 
pushdown automata can be tested in double-exponential time. 
In this paper, we consider the class of the deterministic stateless pushdown 
automata which is denoted as S. Deterministic stateless pushdown automata 
are deterministic pushdown automata (dpda) with just one state. Valiant (1973) 
suggested the problem of finding an equivalence test for the class S as one of the 
next steps following his work. Here we give a positive solution to this problem, 
using similar techniques to the one introduced by Valiant (1973). 
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2. DEFINITIONS 
A deterministic stateless pushdown automaton M can be specified by a 
quintuple <F, Z, A, co s ,F) ,  where I '  and Z are respectively finite sets of stack 
symbols {A, B,...} and input symbols {a, b,...}, and A, o)~, andF  are as defined 
below. Typically we shall denote words f rom/ '*  and Z* by ~o and a, respectively, 
and the length of oJ by ] ~o 1. Also we shall denote the null elements of Z* and P* 
by e and A, respectively. A stack symbol in ff is called either a reading symbol or 
an E symbol. A is the set of transitions, each of the form (A, % co) where A ~ _r', 
zr ~ Z U {e} and co ~ T*, such that 
(i) I f  A is a reading symbol, then for each a e Z it has a unique transition 
with ~r = a but none with ~r = e and 
(ii) if A is an e symbol, then it has just one transition and in this ~r = e. 
This machine makes a move coA Z_~ ~oo9' iff there is some transition (A, ~r, ~o'). 
Let ~ ~ ~ " --~* represent the reflexive transitive closure of -- , and --~ represent the 
completion of transitions, i.e., if oJ --~ and --~* then = holds. 
The set F of accepting symbols is a subset of F. An input word a is accepted 
from the stack word o) if and only if ~o -~* o;A  for some co' E if* and some 
A eF .  We define LQo) -= {o~ [ oJ -~* odA, oJA ~ I'*F}. Two stack words ~o 1and 
co 2 are equivalent, ~1 ~- °J2, iff L(wl) = L(o~2). Let the word co s of F* be the 
starting stack word of M. The language accepted by M is defined as L(oJs) and 
is denoted byL(M). Two machines 21//1 and M 2 are equivalent iffL(M1) = L(Me). 
An input word a is said to distinguish two stack words ~o 1and oJ 2 iff ~ e L(col) (~ 
~L(oJ2) or a e ~L(col) (h L(We). 
Any Me S can be transformed into an equivalent machine M '= 
( /" ,  Z', A', oJs, F ' )  e S that has at most one • symbol A such that (A, e, A) e A', 
and this A ~ F'.  Moreover we can assume that M '  satisfies the following con- 
dition: if A e F '  is an • symbol and (B, ~r, o~A~o') ~ A', then w = ~o' = A. 
In general, given any M e S, there exists no equivalent machine without • 
symbols. So M '  is the simplest equivalent machine of M. For example, let us 
consider L~ ={anub [ n > O, u ~ {b, c}* and I u [ < n}. We can easily show that 
there exists M ~ S but no M ~ S without e symbols uch that L(M)  = L I .  We 
denote the • symbol by the special symbol AA.  
Furthermore, M '  can be transformed into an equivalent machine M"= 
(F", Z, A", ~o" s ,F" )  where F" = {A.,1}. We say M" to be in the standard form. 
This transformation is characterized by the homomorphism h where h(A) = A 
and for each B ~ P'  if B ~F '  and B @ AA, then h(B) = BA4 ' otherwise 
h(B) = B. M"  is obtained from M'  as follows: 
(i) F" = F '  t) {AA} , w" s = h(o~'s) , and F" = {1.4} , and 
(ii) (AA, e, A) eA"  and i fB  =/= AA , then(B, ~r, w) eA' i f f (B ,~r ,h(~o))eA".  
Machines are assumed to be in the standard form hereafter. 
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3. PARALLEL STACKING CONSTRUCTION 
Let ~/l and M s e S be (~P1, Z1, A1, cosl,F1} and (/ '~, 21, As, co~2, Fs}, 
respectively. It is assumed that F 1 = F 2 = {AA} and/ '1 n -Pc = {M~4}. 
We shall use the parallel stacking construction proposed by Valiant, i.e., we 
shall construct a nondeterministic pushdown automaton M which is able to 
simulate simultaneously the computations by M 1 and M e . For ease of descrip- 
tion, it is convenient o create a single deterministic stateless pushdown 
automaton M = ( I1  k) Fe, 21, A 1 u As, co~, {AA}) so that we need only 
discuss configurations from a single machine 3~r. For the construction of ~ ,  
it is important o notice that the stack words o f /~  satisfy the two fundamental 
properties. 
Property 1. gwl =, toe, 7', 3 a (F 1 u / 'e )* ,  if wlco e ~ 7' and col = 3, therl 
~cos ~ Y. The proof is obvious. 
Property 2. V~o, 7' ~ (/1 U Fe)* , where y $ {AA}*, co --= roT' if and only if 
O) ~ 7'o0 
Proof. (if part): Obvious. (only if part): For each natural number i, 
coy~ ~ coy ~-1 holds from Property 1, so that co ~ coT'q We can easily prove 
co ~ 7'c0. 
Also we need a natural number K. K satisfies the following condition: for any 
A~F 1UFe ,  if ( ?~27"  A--+ A), then (?/3e27*lflt <K and A ~-~*A). 
We can easily find K which is smaller than m h~ @ 1 where m is the cardinality of 
F 1 u _r' 2 and h is the maximal ength of ] co i in (A, ~r, co) ~ A 1 t3 A e . 
A configuration of M has a stack which can be regarded as having l-track 
and 2-track. The stack is divided into at most three parts by special symbols, 
called ceilings, occupying both tracks. Into each ceiling there is encoded the 
information of (X, Y) ~ {1, 2} e, specifying that 1-track above the ceiling is to be 
associated with X-track below and 2-track above is to be associated with Y-track 
below. Each configuration of M is to be interpreted as corresponding to two 
configurations of 21~. The basic operations of M are to mimic simultaneously 
for any input the completions of transitions appropriate to both of the simulated 
configurations of 2~. 
To ensure that M behaves like a pushdown automaton in these simulations, 
it is necessary to maintain an upper bound on the length of stack words which are 
manipulated at each transition. In order to be able to do this, M can in addition 
do one of a number of operations without reading inputs, as described below. 
At each instant he choice of the next operation depends on the upper part of the 
stack words which are of bounded length. 
Notation. We represent a stack word of M by a quintuple [Ca, N2, Ca, N1, C~], 
where N 1 and N e denote the contents of the topmost ceiling and the second 
ceiling, respectively, and C~, C 2 , and C 3 denote the contents of the top stack 
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segment (i.e., the part of the stack above the topmost ceiling), the second stack 
segment (i.e., the segment between the topmost ceiling and the second ceiling), 
and the third stack segment (i.e., the segment below the second ceiling), 
respectively. Ci (i = 1, 2, 3) is represented by a pair (Yil' 7i2) where 7il and Yi3 
are the contents of the ith stack segments of 1-track and 2-track. Ni (i = 1, 2) 
is represented by a pair (Xi ,  Yi)E {1, 2} 2 where (Xi,  Yi) is the information 
encoded into the Ceiling. If  the stack word of M contains only one ceiling 
(no ceiling), C a and N3 (Ca, N3, C3 and N1) are taken as null in 
[ca, :v,~ , ca,  N1, q ] .  
Notation. For each ~ e (F 1 u/"2)* , ~ is expressed by (*~:) on the track of M. 
The word (I~)o0 on the track can be replaced by (t~)~ if oJ = A. 
The operations of M without reading inputs are as described below. Let the 
stack word of M be [Ca, N2, Ca, N1, C1]. I f  both N 1 and N2 are null, then M 
makes the move (A-l), otherwise the move (A-2). 
(A-l) A ceiling is placed to be just below the top symbol of each track. 
The information of (1, 2) is encoded into this ceiling. Let [Ca, N3, Ca, N, ,  C1] = 
[- . . . .  (711A, 7,2B)].* After a move (A-l) the new stack word of M is 
represented by [ - , - ,  (Yli, YJ2), (1, 2), (A, B)], that is, M makes the move 
[-, , , , ( r l ,A ,  r l~B) ]  ¢ [-,-, (711,712), (1, 2), (A, B)]) 
(A-2) I f  N1 ~- (1, 2), then M makes the move (B), otherwise the move (C). 
(B) The case of N 1 = (1, 2): Let C, be (71,, Y,~). I f  ] Yll [ = 0, then M 
makes the move (B-l), otherwise if 1711] @ 1 or [7121 ~= 1, then the move 
(B-2), otherwise no e move. 
(B-l) A topmost ceiling is removed and the segments below and above 
this ceiling are fused into one segment. In other words, M makes the move 
[Ca, N2, (721, }/22), (1, 2), (A, 713)1 ~- [-, - ,  Ca, N2, (721,723V13)1. 
(B-Z) Let [C a , N 3, C 3 , N1, C1] be [(Ya, Va2), N3, (73,,y32),(1,2), (Tn,y12)], 
where l  ~< lY, l] ~<hand ly*1]  =/= 1 or1713] v ~ 1. 
The finite state control of M computes the shortest input word a such that 
711 "~* A. If  there exists no such input word e¢, then M makes the move 
[(7al, 7a=), N3 , (72,, Y2~), (1, 2), (7,1,7*2)] ~- [- . . . .  (Yl*, ~'a3r3~Y13)], other- 
wise M makes the following computations. The finite state control of M finds 
a stack word 3 such that y33713 --+ 3. Since [ a ] < Kh, 3 is expressed as Y'33~:' 
where 7227,2 = 7'22~, [~ 1 <~ 2(Kh -- 1) and ~ -~^ ~'. We express 721 as 7'3,~ 
where if the rightmost symbol of Y3, is AA, then ~ is AA, otherwise ~ is A. 
M then has the nondeterministic choice of moves: [(Yal, 7aa), N2, (Y31,733), 
1 We denote the null content by -. 
2 We denote a move of M by k--- and its reflexive transitive closure by b--*. 
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(1, 2), (7n,  r,2)] ~- [-, -, (7a,, 7'a2), N2, (7'2,, 7'22~')] or [-, -, (-, 7'aJ~2), (2, 2), 
(#C7,,, ~)]. 
(C) The case of N,  = (2, 2): If :~7"** > ]712 , then M makes the move 
[c~, :v2, c~, & ,  (7'11,7,2)1 ¢- [c~, n2, c~, N,, (712,7,1)]; otherwise if 
] 7',2 { >~ 2K I  71, I, then the move (C-l); otherwise if [711 ] >~ 2Kh, then the 
move (A-l), otherwise no c move. 
(C-l) Let [Ca, N 2, C a ,N~,  C~] be [ - , - ,  (72,, 722), (2, 2), (7,1,7r2)] 
where ! Y12 ] ~ 2Ki  Y,1 [. The finite state control of M computes the shortest 
input word c~ such that 7'n -~* A. If there exists no % then M makes the move 
[-, -, (7"21 , 7'22), (2, 2), (7'11 , 7,2)] ~_L [_, , , , (7'1,, 7227,2)], otherwise ~&[ makes 
the following computations. M finds a word ~: where )'12 -~ ~:. It is ensured 
that ~: ~ A since ] 7~2 [ ~ 2K [ Yn i. We express Y2~ as 7'22~ where if the right- 
most symbol of Y22 is AA, then ~ is AA, otherwise ~ is A. M then has the 
nondeterministic choice of moves: [-, -, (Y21, Y2~), (2, 2), (71,, 7,2)] ~- [-, , , 
- ,  (('C~), 7'2~)] or [- . . . .  (('Cs ¢) CT'n, 7"~27"~)]. 
We define the starting stack word C s of M to be [- . . . .  (cost , 00,2)] where 
wSl and ~osz are the starting stack words of M 1 and M~, respectively. Initially M 
makes the move C s ~5_ [_ . . . .  (W'sl , w',2)] where co~ --~^ co's, and o~. 2 -~^ 
co',2. M accepts an input word ~ if and only if M makes the simulation of the 
transition AA _5, A on exactly one of its two tracks just after M reads ~. 
We can now prove that M is a pushdown automaton. 
LEMMA. Let C s ~--* [Ca, N2 , (V21, Y22), N1,  (7"11,712)] foF some o~. Then the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The case of both N 1 and N 2 being null; 0 ~ [ 7n [ ~ 22K~h2; 
(2) The case of N 2 being null and N 1 (l, 2); [Y21 <~ 22K2h 2 and 
max(J 711 i, IF 7'12 ]) ~ h; 
(3) The case of N2 being null and N1 = (2, 2); min([ 7',1 ], f 7x2 1) ~ 2Kh + h 
and max(] 7't, ], ] 7'12 ]) ~ 4K2h + 4Kh2; 
(4) The case of N 2-~- (2, 2) and N 1 = (1,2); 0 < ]7'21 I ~2Kh-~h,  
i 7"21 ] ~ ] 7"22 [ ~ 4K2h + 2Kh and max(] 7** i, I 7,2 l) ~ h.a 
Proof. The proof of this lemma goes by induction on the number of moves 
of M. After k ~ 1 moves, let the stack word be S~+,. Then there exists a stack 
word S k where for some 7r ~ {e} ~d Z 1 , Sz~ fl- Sk+l • By the induction hypothesis 
Sk satisfies one of the conditions of the lemma. Let Sk and S~>., be 
[Ca, N2, Ca, N1, C~] and [C'a, N'~., C'2, N ' I ,  C'~], respectively. 
(i) The case of S k satisfying condition (1). M then makes the move 
(A-I), so that ~- = ~ holds. It is obvious that Sk+l satisfies condition (2). 
a Note that the cases of N2 = Na = (2, 2) or N2 = (1, 2) do not occur. 
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(ii) The case of Sk satisfying condition (2). I f  [ 711 I ~- 0, then M makes 
the move (B-l), so that Sk+l satisfies condition (1). Otherwise, if ] 711 I 4 :1  or 
I 713 ] @ 1, then M makes the move (B-2). The finite state control of M com- 
putes the shortest input word a such that 711 -~* A. I f  there exists no such 
input word a, then S~+ 1 satisfies condition (1). This is obvious from the 
description of the move (B-2). I f  there exists such ~, then ] a[ < Kh holds 
A because ]711 [ ~ h. The finite state control finds 8 such that 732712 --~ 8. Since 
[ o~ I < Kh, 8 is expressed as 7'=2~' where 7'33713 = 7t22~, i E I ~'~ 2(Kh --  1), 
and ~ -~^ ~:'. I f  M chooses the first move of the nondeterministic moves, then 
Sk+l satisfies condition (1). I f  M chooses the second one, then S~+ 1 satisfies 
condition (3) because [~[ ~2Kh- -2  and l~' J  ~<2(Kh- -1 )+Kh 3. I f  
t 711 ] = ] 713 [ = 1, then zr ~ 271 holds, so that S~+ 1satisfies condition (2). 
(iii) The case of $I~ satisfying condition (3). I f  [711] > [712 I, then the 
proof is obvious. Otherwise, if ] 712 I > /2K  I 711 I, then M makes the move (C-I). 
The finite state control of M computes the shortest input word a such that 
711 -~* A. If  there exists no such input a, then $7~+1 satisfies condition (1). I f  
there exists such ~, then ] ~ ] < K(2Kh + h) holds because l 71, ] ~ 2Kh -+- h. 
Since 2K]7~1[ ~ 17~3] ~4K3h+4Kh2,  O<[~l  < llK3h~ holds where 
71~--~ ~:. Thus S~+ 1 satisfies condition (1) for both choices of the moves. 4
If  2Kh ~ I )'11 I ~ ] )'13[ < 2K[  711 l, then M makes the move (A-l). Since 
] 711 ] ~ 2Kh + h and [71z l < 4 K2h + 2Kh, it is obvious that Sk+~ satisfies 
condition (4). I f  lynx I < 2Kh and 17~I < 4 K~h, then ~r ~ 271 holds, so that 
S~+~ satisfies condition (3). 
(iv) The case of S~ satisfying condition (4). I f  l 711 ] = 0, then M makes 
the move (B-l), so that S~+1 satisfies condition (3). Otherwise, if [ 71~ [ v ~ 1 or 
1713] 4= 1, then M makes the move (B-2). Either there exists a such that 
711 ~*  A, or not. In the latter case S~+~ satisfies condition (1), and in the former 
situation S~+x satisfies condition (3) for both choices of the nondeterministic 
moves. If  ] 7~ [ = I )'1~ [ = 1, then ~r ~ 27 I holds, so that S~+~ satisfies condition 
(4). 
This lemma shows that if the stack word of M is [C~, N3, C~, N~, C1], where 
Ni ~ (2, 2) for i = 1 or 2, then the words Ci and Ci_~ are bounded in length 
by 8K~h 3, otherwise the stack word in 1-track i s  bounded in length by 
22KZh ~ -]- h. Consequently in order to carry OUt any move of M, it is sufficient 
for a finite state control of M to be able to manipulate the stack words bounded 
in length by 23K~h ~ from the top of the stack. 
It follows that M is a pushdown automaton. 
Note (z~¢) can be replaced by (t~:)~. 
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4. DECISION PROCEDURE 
Now we shall show that M i and M 2 are equivalent if and only i lL (M)  = ~.  
For this, we notice that any move of M has the property which we shall explain 
in the followings. 
Let H i be a set of pairs of stack words of j~r, i.e., H i = {(%~., ~o'ij ) ] eoi~- and 
co'ij are stack words of A~}. 
Given (%j ,  ~o'lj ) on its two tracks of the stack, M transforms (%j ,  ~o'i~ ) 
to a set of pairs of stack words of ]~r. Thu~ any move of M transforms a set H i 
to a set H s where H 2 = {(~osk, co's~)l; there exist, (%j ,  co'i~ )eH i such that 
(%. ,  oj,l~) l ~ or a (wSk, °J2~)}" This transformation has the following property 
which we shall call the equivalence preserving property (EP property): 
(1) if ~Olj ~ ~o'ij holds for all (%j-, o;l~. ) ~ H i ,  then cos1 ~~ oJ'se holds for 
all (cosn, ~o'2~ ) E//2, 
(2) if for some (%~-, w'i~) e H i there exists an input word ~ which distin- 
guishes oJij and ~o'ij , then for some (oJs~ , ~o'2k ) ~/-/2, there exists an input 
word/3 where [/3 ] ~ I ~ [ and/3 distinguishes cos~ and co's~. 
We can show that all e moves of M have the EP property. Since the proof is 
straightforward, only an example proof is given for the move (C-l). I f  there 
exists no a such that Vii "2"* A, then it is obvious that the move (C-l) has the 
EP property. Otherwise, let 7'22~11 and 7's2~i2 be respectively the stack words 
of l-track and 2-track before M makes the move (C-l). I f  7'2s~7il ~ 7'22~7is, 
then 7'2s ~ 7'22~ holds because ~11 2~* A and ~i2 -~^ ~-  Using Property 2, 
Y'e2 ~ (~)oo holds, and then using property 1 (~f)~ ~Yli ~ 7'ss~yl2 holds. 
Thus the move (C-l) obeys condition (1) of the EP property. If  the stack words 
7'~2~7il and 7'~2~7~2 are inequivalent, then there exists an input word a t whicfi 
a2 distinguishes them. I f  ~Yii ---~* A such that ~ is a proper prefix of ~i , then let 
t ~xg A 7 22~7~.~ ~ Y. Let a~ = c~s%. Since % distinguishes the stack words 7's~ and 7, 
% must distinguish either the stack words 7'~2 and (~:)o~ or the stack words (~)o~ 
and 7. Thus the move (C-l) obeys condition (2) of the EP property. I f  there 
exists no such ~2, then the proof is obvious. Hence we can conclude that the 
move (C-l) has the EP property. It  is evident that the non-e moves of M also 
obey condition (1 )o f  the EP property. Condition (1) of the EP property 
guarantees that if M 1 and M~ are equivalent, then L(M) = ~. 
We have to show that if M i and M s are inequivalent, then L(M) ~ ~. 
Consider the simulation by M of an input word c~ which distinguishes the 
inequivalent machines M i and M 2 . Either the two are simulated directly to 
their different conclusions, causing M to accept a by definition, or else the 
moves of the type (B-2) or (C-l) must occur after a part of a has been read. 
In the latter case, one of the new pairs of stack words must be distinguished by 
some input word/3, where [/3 I is not longer than the length of the remainder 
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of a, since all • moves of M have EP property. Also any sequence of moves of 
M made consecutively without reading any input is bounded in number of steps. 
It  follows that some input word od, where I~'1 ~< I ~ I, will be eventually 
accepted via some finite sequence of moves of M. 
It is a well-known result that the emptiness problem for nondeterministic 
pushdown automata is solvable, and there is a decision procedure which takes 
time that is bounded by a polynomial in the length of description of the tested 
machine (Valiant, 1973). 
Our simulating machine M can be transformed into a nondeterministic 
pushdown automaton of which the length of description is at most 2 ~("~ where n 
is the length of description of the tested machines and p(n) is some polynomial 
in n. Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The equivalence problem for deterministic stateless pushdown 
automata is solvable, and there is a decision procedure which has a running time 
bounded above by 2 ~'("' where n is the length of description of the tested machines 
and p'(n) is some polynomial in n. 
5. AN EXTENSION OF THE PROBLEM 
It is interesting to find a procedure for deciding, given any dpda and any 
machine in the class S, whether the two machines are equivalent. A positive 
solution to this problem can be obtained by constructing the machine M '  which 
is a modification of the simulating machine M in Section 3. 
The move of dpda M 1 is described as follows. Let A, o~, and s be a stack symbol, 
a stack word, and a state of M 1 , respectively. M 1 makes a move ((oA, s) -~ 
(~o/, s') if and only if there is some transition (A, s) -~ (~o', s') where ~r ~ Z' 1 k) {e}. 
First, we can generalize property 1 of section 3. Let 7 be a stack word of the 
machine M 2 in the class S. We construct a set of new symbols of M'  used on the 
1-track. These symbols have the form [~'1 +-- h ,..., 7',~ "~- sn] where {Sl ..... s~} 
are the state set of M 1 and [ 7'i F ~< 4Kh2 for all i (1 ~< i ~ n). Also we add the 
! c ¢ 
transitions on 1-track ([~'1 *-- sl ,..., ~' ~ +- s~], si) --~ 7 i for 1 ~ i ~< n. 
Property 1'. I f  (co'~o, s) =~ 7'7 and (~o', si) ~ 7'~'~ for each i such that there 
exists an input word ~i such that (o), s ) -~*  (A, si), then (7'[71 *--sl ,..., 
7~ ~ sn]o.,, s) =_ 7'V. 
The proof is obvious. The move (B-2) of M using property 1 is replaced by 
the move (B-2)' using property 1' in M'.  
The move (B-2)' is described as follows: Let [C3, N2, C2, N1, C1] be 
[(731,73~), Nz,  (~'21,)'2~), (1, 2), ((711, s), 713)]. The finite state control of M '  
computes the shortest input word a such that (~'11, s ) -~*  (A, si) for some i 
(1 ~ i ~ n). I f  there exists no such input word ~, then M'  makes the move 
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[ (n ,  , n2),  N2 , (n l  , r22), (1, 2), ( (n l  , s), 712)] ~-[ -  . . . .  (b'i~ , s), n2r,2r, ,3],  
otherwise M'  makes the following computations. Let cq be the shortest input 
word such that (Y11, s) ~*, * (A, si). The  finite state control of M '  finds stack 
word 8 i such that Y22Y12 _~_L-~,- y,228i for each ~i • We express 8' i as 3~ i where if 
722712 accepts ~i , then ~i is AA,  otherwise ~i is A. M '  then has the nondeter-  
minist ic choice of moves: [(781, Ya2), N2 ,  (721, Y22), (1, 2), ((71_1, s), ~"12)] ~ 
[-, - ,  (Ya*, ra2), N2,  ( (Ya,  si), 7'228'i)1 for each i where (7n ,  s) _~_t~* (A, si), or 
[--,--, (--, Y32yt22), (2, 2), ( ( [at ,  ~ S 1 ..... atn "@- sn] 711, S), 7'12)] where  722Y,2 = 
7'22Y'12 • 
Also the move (C) of M is replaced by the move (C)' of M'  as follows. 
(C)' If Yl1 contains the symbol [8'~ +-- sl ,... , 8',, +-- s~], then M'  makes the 
move (C-l)', otherwise the move (C). 
(C-l)' If [712 ] = 0, then M'  makes the move [ - , - ,  (Ya, 722'~), (2, 2), 
S ((711, s), A)] vL [- . . . .  ((z(~Yla,)), 7 22)] where ~ = AA or A, otherwise the 
move (A- 1). 
Then the following theorem can be easily proved. 
THEOREM 2. There exists an algorithm for deriding, given any dpda and any 
machine in the class S, whether the two machines are equivalent. 
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